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Abstract—Agile approaches are adopted in industry to improve outcomes from software development, and are increasingly the subject of research studies. However, adoption is not the end of the story. Agile requires ongoing change and commitment in order to become sustainable and embedded within teams and organisations. This study explores current perceptions of post-adaptive agility. We asked 50 practitioners ‘what does agile sustainability mean to you?’. Analysis of practitioner comments identified four themes: being completely agile, independent, focused on business value and need, and consistent across time. Post-adaptive agile is an under-researched area, there is inconsistent use of terminology, and there is a gap between practitioners’ and researchers’ perceptions about what is important for sustaining agile.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Agile working faces many challenges in practice. As observed by Gregory et al. [1], the landscape of such challenges is complex and intertwining, with some challenges persisting even when research has been carried out in the area, while others change focus over time. One area that has changed focus is the need to ‘sustain’ agility. In the early years of agile software development, it was often lamented by practitioners that a successful agile team could easily lose agility once the project had ended and team members returned to their usual working environment. However, the focus of research at that time was on understanding agile adoption and agile practices. Now, the challenges surrounding the practices of agile teams and projects are better understood, and extensive support exists to aid the adoption of agile from both research and practice sources.

Recently, agile has spread more widely to larger projects and indeed has extended across the organisation into non-IT areas. The need to maintain agility remains, but the effort has changed focus from adoption to its continuous improvement [2]. Organisations are realising that the benefits that agile brings to software teams, mostly in ways people work and the culture they develop, can also benefit areas of the organisation beyond IT. In particular, the concept of agility is seen as a solution to address problems faced by an uncertain, quickly changing competitive environment [3]. It is therefore important for organisations to understand how agile can be sustained and improved before they take decisions on extending it to the whole enterprise.

In this paper ‘sustaining agile’ is about supporting and evolving agile once adopted and encouraging its principles to be kept alive, sometimes in a non-agile environment, without it succumbing to bureaucratic fossilisation. Agile requires ongoing change, improvement and commitment in order to become sustainable and embedded within teams and organisations. The goal of this paper is to explore the concept of ‘sustaining agile’ via a poll of practitioners’ views. The main contribution of this paper is twofold: for researchers, it highlights areas that are of concern to practitioners but not the focus of research; for practitioners, it highlights success factors reported to support agile sustainability. Another contribution is that practitioners’ views of sustaining agile focus on principles, mind-set and being agile across the whole organisation rather than exclusively on success factors. The paper sets the scene for further research needed to bridge the well-recognised gap between research and practice, here in sustaining agile beyond adoption.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II defines sustainability as discussed in this paper. Section III discusses the motivation for the paper, and Section IV describes the practitioners’ poll we conducted. We discuss the results in section V in the context of a systematic literature review on sustainability, and section VI presents conclusions.

II. WHAT IS SUSTAINABILITY?

Sustainability has been investigated from various angles in software engineering and the term ‘sustainability’ is used with different meanings. The United Nations definition of sustainable development [4] has been applied to software [5] and to software development [6] to include societal, economic, environmental and human dimensions with regards to the production and usage of software systems including development and maintenance processes [7].

The perspective we take on sustaining agile differs from those above and is inline with that of Senapathy and Srinivasan [8]. They view sustaining agile with regards to the six stages presented in the diffusion of innovation theory by Rogers [9].
Thus, they see sustainability from a change management point of view and consider it as the post-adoptive stages where a change is accepted, routinised and infused into an organisation. These are the three final phases of Rogers’ diffusion of innovation theory where, in this case, agile is being used, it becomes normalised, and it penetrates deeply and widely in the organisation. Sedano et al. [10] investigate sustainability on development team level. They define sustainable software development as the “ability and propensity of a software development team to mitigate the negative effects of major disruptions, especially team churn, on its productivity and effectiveness”.

We adopt Rogers’ view and use the term ‘sustainability’ as in Senapathi and Srinivasan [11], where the main concern is about what happens with agile once it has been adopted and accepted and becomes continuously and extensively used. However, our view on sustainability goes beyond Rogers’ because of the need for continuous improvement once agile is adopted. Thus, sustainability in the context of agile refers to the ability to support and evolve agile once accepted, encouraging its continuous improvement.

III. MOTIVATION

A. Challenge Wall

We developed a Challenge Wall to collect agile challenges from a diverse range of practitioners. We took this Challenge Wall to five agile conferences and events between October 2013 and October 2014 and carried out a thematic analysis of the data collected.

As a result of this thematic analysis we identified seven themes and 27 subthemes from a set of 190 challenges. The seven themes were: Claims and Limitations, Organisation, Culture, Teams, Sustainability, Scaling, and Value. Within these, two were particularly distinct with a high number of challenges. Claims and Limitations had 46 challenges, mostly about misconceptions, shortcomings, and hype. Organisation had 44 challenges, mostly about business concerns; of these 44 challenges only four were about adoption.

At the time we carried out this analysis, we identified a Sustainability theme with, among others, specific process improvement challenges related to the need for continuous change and commitment to make agile sustainable and embedded within teams and organisations. However, looking at the 190 challenges through a sustainability lens, it became apparent that many of the challenges we collected related to the post-adoptive and continuous improvement of agile and that sustainability, as defined above, runs through many of them, mainly those under the themes of Organisation, Culture, Teams, Scaling and Value. Most of the subthemes under Organisation are about how to keep agile going, be it addressing the conflict between business and IT transformation, or obtaining management buy-in and understanding, or making agile work within a non-agile environment, or obtaining commitment and engagement. Under Culture, subthemes such as organisational culture and changing mindsets are also relevant to keeping agile and improving it. Teams, Scaling and Value (business value and measurement) are also under the umbrella of sustaining agile, across multiple teams, in large projects and within the organisation.

B. The search/need for sustainability is pervasive

The authors are part of the Agile Research Network (ARN) which is a collaboration between researchers at two UK universities investigating Agile as it matures and becomes mainstream. The ARN has conducted a series of case studies (www.agileresearchnetwork.org) working with practitioners, bridging the gap between research and practice. Although it was not explicit from the outset, most of the case studies we have carried out have an underlying challenge related to agile sustainability. In fact, in our experience, practitioners are nowadays less concerned about adopting agile and more concerned with sustaining agile [1]. Furthermore, we claim that sustaining agile is still an understudied topic, as it was a decade ago.

Senapathi and Srinivasan [11] carried out a systematic literature review of sustained agile usage, with the objective of understanding factors that affect sustained usage of agile methods. They identify 14 factors: compatibility, relative advantage, management support, methodology champion, attitude, motivation, team composition, team empowerment, training, agile mindset, technical competence, agile engineering practices, documentation and tool support. They also find that multiple success factors in the right balance and combination are needed for sustained agile usage. They also presented a structural equation modelling study of factors that affect agile usage [12]. The strongest predictors for continued agile usage after the adoption phase are relative advantage of agile and having agile coaches. They also found that the intensity and extent of the use of agile have an impact on effectiveness of agile measured by predictability, productivity, quality and customer satisfaction.

IV. PRACTITIONERS’ VIEWS

We asked practitioners about their understanding of ‘agile sustainability’ so we could explore different interpretations of the concept. As sustaining agile is ultimately of practical importance, it was essential that we understood the views of practitioners.

A. Method

To understand practitioners’ views we collected sticky note comments on a whiteboard at two conference venues asking the question ‘What does agile sustainability mean to you?’. Thirty-five sticky notes were collected at XP2016, and the International Conference on Agile Software Development, which had 380 attendees of which 70% were practitioners and 25% were academics (5% other), and 15 were collected at ABC2016, the UK Agile Business Conference, which had 294 attendees of which 93% were practitioners and 7% were academics, totalling 50 responses.

Two researchers independently analysed the data using thematic analysis to explore participants’ experience, perceptions, and views. The analysis started by reading and
coding each individual sticky note, then grouping the codes into sub-themes, and finally grouping the sub-themes into themes [13]. These were reviewed and a final analysis agreed upon.

B. Findings

The themes and sub-themes are shown in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completely agile</td>
<td>Whole organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mind-set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Continuous learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused on business value and need</td>
<td>User/customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appropriate use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent across time</td>
<td>Energy, pace, success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Completely agile

This consisted of 15 sticky note comments, with three sub-themes: whole organisation, mind-set, and principles. The first was about rolling agile out across the wider organisation or scaling it up, for example: “Continuing the ideas throughout the company and between developing/expanding teams with variable levels of experience” and “Roll out to the whole organisation”. The second was about taking on an agile mind-set, for example “Staying truly agile, not falling back on old habits/traditional development. Getting to agile mind-set”. The third was about emphasizing agile principles, for example “Focus on principles and people, not methods or tools”.

2) Independent

This theme contained 14 sticky notes. The two sub-themes were learning and self-sufficiency, with the link between the two being that continuous learning results in adaptation to change, and this in turn results in self-sufficiency. Learning was mentioned in nine sticky notes, for example “Keep learning and making changes to become better adapted to an always changing environment” Self-sufficiency was exemplified by the comment “If you walk away, it keeps going”.

3) Focused on business value and need

This theme included 13 sticky notes and four sub-themes: user/customer need, value, business need, and appropriate use. These all relate to the importance of prioritising activities that align most closely with the businesses core goals and user needs. Examples include: “Working on user stories/requirements instead of focusing on technologies”, “Predictably delivering value and delight”, and “Sustaining agile means predictable business on and on”. Finally, the fourth theme

4) Consistent across time

This contained seven sticky notes and two sub-themes. The energy/pace/success sub-theme contained comments about sustainable pace, and leadership for example “Sustainable pace: no hero programming, work/life balance, celebrate success” and “Active leadership and trust”. The technical sub-theme suggested technical capabilities for example “Attention to technical debt”.

The four themes identified from this exercise read like a high-level description of what is important about the agile approach. This is unsurprising because we asked a general question rather than a context-specific one. They provide a contrast with many papers in Senapathi and Srinivasan’s literature review [11] which describe success factors in post-adoptive agile. However, these sticky note themes resonate with work [14] on how agile can be more widely adopted outside the IT area and how its principles can be applied in many different contexts.

V. Discussion

In this paper we explore agile sustainability using a practitioner poll. The key themes from the poll are that sustainability in agile is about being completely agile, independent, focused on business need and value, and consistent over time. Practitioners emphasise agile concepts and principles in the round while existing research focuses instead on success factors [11]. This is an important finding that suggests researchers are not focussing on issues that are important to practitioners. Although success is implicit in the practitioners’ viewpoint through the focused on business value and need, it is not directly mentioned.

Culture change is acknowledged in the practitioners’ poll, through the completely agile theme and resonates with some of the success factors in [11] such as attitude and agile mindset.

Whole organisation is a sub-theme that includes comments about rolling out agile beyond IT in organisations. This is an area with increasing research interest [14, 16] that did not appear in the Senapathi and Srinivasan literature review. Fitzgerald and Stol [14] highlight the need to establish a link between business strategy and software development, and coin it as BizDev. They argue that continuity is needed between discrete phases of software development, from planning through to use, underpinned by continuous trust, monitoring, improvement and innovation. This suggests a more holistic approach beyond software, extending agile to the wider organisation.

Our findings suggest that research needs to go much wider in investigating how agile may be sustained. Without some commitment from the whole organisation, without understanding what business value means at all levels and without developing people, culture and mind-sets the benefits of agile cannot be continuously sustained and improved. Sustaining agile has started to gather interest within the research community [8], [16]. The views from practitioners suggest that the context where agile is supported and sustained and the overall culture are crucial. There is a need for research to take a broader view to understanding how the challenges
encountered in sustaining agile can be addressed in the wider context of organisations.

The limitations of this study relate to the practitioners’ poll and the need to look more systematically at the more recent literature. The practitioner poll was carried out in an international conference, XP 2016, and a UK based one, ABC 2016. While ABC has a very high percentage of practitioners (93%), 25% of XP attendees are academics. We cannot therefore guarantee that all answers are from practitioners. The poll is a snapshot and cannot be considered widely representative due to the small number (50) of sticky notes collected. However, these findings are indicative of the importance of this area of research and the need for a much wider investigation. The systematic literature review that we used was published in 2013 and although we looked at more recent literature we need to complement this study with a systematic mapping of more recent research.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have explored how agile approaches for software development are sustained beyond their adoption. We investigated the topic by talking to practitioners about what agile sustainability means to them and scanned existing literature. In summary we found the following:

- there is little research literature exploring the phenomenon.
- practitioners viewed sustainability as being completely agile, independent, focusing on business value, and consistent over time rather than being exclusively about success factors.
- the term ‘sustainability’ is not widely used in the literature, other terms used include post-adoption, routinisation, and maturity.

We conclude that there is a gap between the way practitioners view agile sustainability and the way it is being investigated by researchers. We suggest that there is a need for this research topic to be further developed and for research studies to investigate agile sustainability through the lens of being completely agile, independent, focusing on business value and users, and consistency across time.
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